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Day of Year  

 

 

Day 77 (3/18/19)  

 

Status Summary: 

All spacecraft subsystems and payloads are green. OCAMS, OVIRS, OTES, and REXIS are 

powered on. OLA is off.  

M5D executed on Saturday. M6D scheduled to occur tomorrow. Everything is on board 

including the time shift sequence. This time shift will need to be updated at least 24 hours before 

execution based on results from the OpNavs following M6D.  

All OpNavs from the last several days and today are down. This week (WOY 12), we have 24-27 

NavCam and 8-9 MapCam images coming down each day. The partitions are currently empty, 

and we expect to empty all partitions tomorrow despite a shorter downlink pass due to loss of 

contact during M6D.  

Amy Simon presented OVIRS data from Baseball Diamond Flyby 2. OVIRS collected more than 

17,000 spectra. Everything looks good and the data has been blessed through level 3A. The 

science team is cleared to use the data, but with the caveat that the first spectra is likely corrupt 

due to leftover signal. OVIRS submitted an ISA for this. The detector warmed up to around 

110K, so a turnover on the red end is expected.  

REXIS executed Part 1 of the Crab Nebula Calibration Repetition this past weekend. All 

commands proceeded and power looked good. There was a slight ‘blip’ in voltages due to 

instrument warming. One (slightly outside) yellow alarm went off due to voltage on a broken 

node, but this is no cause for concern. The quality of data from Parts 1 & 2 is sufficient to meet 

requirements unlike the calibration attempt in November 2018. The REXIS team successfully 

demonstrated mitigation of the high rate signal seen in the previous calibration attempt.  

We are still seeing suspicious gaps coming down in the retransmit report. The Ops Team pinged 

the GDS team to confirm whether or not the gap is a false alarm. There is an open ISA for OTES 

and OVIRS due to the unexpected signal during times of nominal space-pointing. The JPL 

firewall configuration changed without notification to Lockheed Martin which affected 

MATLAB license usage and maneuver automation. There is still a delay in MSA FEDS to SPOC 

FEDS during data delivery.  



Looking ahead: Baseball Diamond Flyby 3 will occur on Thursday (21 March, DOY 80). The 

Late Update is also expected to go up for science on DOY 80. REXIS is executing Part 2 of the 

Crab Nebula Calibration Repetition this upcoming weekend (22 & 23 March, DOY 82 & 83).  

Reminder: Redmine has been successfully migrated to the new environment.   

Day 79 (3/20/19)  

 

Status Summary: 

All spacecraft subsystems and payloads are green. OCAMS, OVIRS, OTES, and REXIS are 

powered on. OD111 is onboard the spacecraft.  

Today’s downlink slides include the OCAMS images recently released to the public.  

M6D executed yesterday, nominally. We have been performing OpNav-only imaging since the 

last downlink tag-up (a long- and short-exposure NavCam pair every 2 hours, with a coincident 

MapCam OpNav, plus a second long-exposure NavCam image for particle monitoring and 

landmark navigation). All OpNavs have been received on the ground; the partitions are empty.  

The gap noted for DOY 73 has been confirmed to be a false-positive. We have requested a 

retransmit for a gap noted for DOY 79. There are a number of ISAs currently open (see the slides 

for details). We received a handful of REXIS alarms, which were not expected but do not pose a 

concern.  

The navigation team is preparing for tomorrow’s ephemeris and time shift late update in advance 

of Baseball Diamond Flyby 3. There is no waive-off threshold for the Flyby 3 late update.  

Looking ahead: Baseball Diamond Flyby 3 will take place tomorrow (Thursday 21 March, DOY 

80). Data from Flyby 3 will begin downlinking on Friday; we currently expect that it will take 

until Monday to bring all of the OCAMS data down. The second part of the REXIS Crab Cal 

part 2 will execute over the weekend.  

Day 81 (3/22/19)  

 

Status Summary: 

All spacecraft subsystems and payloads are green. OCAMS, OTES, and REXIS are powered on. 

OLA and OVIRS are off.  

M6D executed on Tuesday, which put us on track for Baseball Diamond Flyby 3 which occurred 

yesterday. M7D is scheduled for tomorrow, which will cause a drop in downlink duration by an 



hour and a half. This drop in downlink duration will be accounted for with a higher downlink 

rate on Sunday. We also uplinked the ephemeris and time shift Late Updates in time to recenter 

FB3.  

Everything for WOY 12 and 13 has been uplinked. Preliminary versions of M8D, M9D, and next 

week’s time shift were uplinked. We are currently running on OD112.  

We have received all OpNavs and OTES packets from the last several days. OVIRS data is also 

down. The OCAMS partition was still ~69% full at end of today’s pass. We expect to empty the 

partition to ~34% by the end of the pass on Saturday and to completely empty the partition on 

Sunday.  

A retransmit filled the OCAMS gap from last Wednesday. We are still seeing a handful of 

unexpected REXIS yellow alarms which are associated with noise. The REXIS team is looking 

into solutions to silence these alarms. Recent ISAs include the missing time shift uplink from 

WOY 11 due to the severe winter storms in Colorado and a Flight Rule violation which will be 

corrected. The Science Team currently does not want to change anything regarding the missing 

data for FB2. For the current plan, FB7 will be late-updated no matter how big or small that time 

shift is. There is also now no waive-off option for FB7-A, but we still have that option for FB7-

B.  

LPSC occurred this past week. The OSIRIS-REx and Hayabusa 2 presentations and posters were 

well received. The community is impressed, grateful, and excited by the science presented and 

the science to come.  

Looking ahead: We have OpNavs occurring over the subsequent days, and we are continuing to 

use the landmark nav images for particle monitoring. Part 2 of the REXIS Crab Nebular 

Calibration occurs this weekend. Baseball Diamond Flyby 4 occurs next Thursday and Friday.  

 

 

 


